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LA Celebrity Photographer Grabs the Attention of Elite International Artist 

Organization 

Los Angeles, August 14, 2014 – For Jason (JLew) Lewis, creative inspiration is everywhere. From the 

gritty streets of Skid Row to the side stage of popular hip-hop artists’ performances to red carpet 

events and even behind the scenes of an NBA photo shoot, Lewis’ creativity knows no boundaries. 

His knack for capturing eye catching lifestyle photos has caught the attention of Los Angeles 

based RAW: Natural Born Artists, who officially inducted Lewis into the international organization on 

August 11. 

Lewis, creative director of Visual Assassins Production, joins RAW’s growing list of photographers, 

independent film makers, fashion designers, visual and performing artists, among other genres, that 

span the U.S., Australia, Canada and London. He will display his body of work October 2 at the RAW: 

Los Angeles Presents AXIS Showcase. 

“It’s exciting to unite with the millions of talented artist in the RAW community,” said Lewis. “There are 

a lot of synergies between my work and RAW brand values as we both aspire to build a platform that 

cultivates, encourages and fosters creativity in others.” 

Developed in 2009, RAW is an international organization that provides independent artists, in the 

early stages of their careers, with the tools and platform needed to gain exposure as well as inspire 

creativity. Artists are hand-picked and invited to join the exclusive organization, whose goal is “to 

encourage the creative success of the many visionaries and storytellers of our generation.” 

Lewis who started out at LiveliHood Films, owned by Nu Jerzey Devil, producer for Jayceon “Game” 

Taylor’s The Black Wall Street Records, has seen the value of his work increase since he began 

shooting in 2007. He has toured with various hip-hop artists including Game, Compton Menace, Wiz 

Kahlifa, Dawn Richard and P.Diddy, just to name a few. A 2012 Nike™ photographer and Splitarillos 

brand ambassador; Lewis has graced a number of red carpets with his camera, including the BET 

2013 Hip Hop Awards, McDonald’s USA launch of McWrap and New York Fashion Week. He is 

currently working on “The American Dream Project” in conjunction with celebrity DJ, B-Eazy the DJ. 

Lewis and B-Eazy have captured the essence of the sought after “American Dream” through a 

photographer’s lens and an accompanying mix tape. Part one of the on-going project will be on 

display at the RAW Annual Indie Awards Show in October. 

For more information on Lewis and his participation with RAW: Natural Born Artists contact PiperRae 

PR at raynetta@piperraepr.com or 323-521-9034. 
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